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All his men said the clothes looked 

fantastic on him and the procession 

started. Everyone on the streets were 

cheering and admiring the Emperor’s 

new clothes, when a little child said that 

the Emperor had no clothes on him. 

One by one everyone started saying the 

same thing as the little child, but the 

Emperor went on walking proudly. 

 

He had to lie to his majesty, because he 

was considered the wisest man in the 

kingdom after the Emperor. The 

Emperor waited for a few more days 

and sent another honest man to check 

upon the weavers work. The man visited 

the weavers and the same thing 

happened to him. Afraid to be seen as 

stupid he also had to lie to his Emperor.  

They also added that the clothes were so 

fine that, they were only visible to the 

most refined eye and invisible to those 

who are stupid. The emperor was 

excited to see the new cloth, paid the 

two swindlers a large amount to set up 

two looms, then the tricksters asked for 

the finest gold and silk thread to be 

delivered immaditely. 

Afraid to confess the truth, the Emperor 

started admiring the clothes. Then all his 

men agreed and they advised their 

Emperor to wear them on the day of the 

procession. The day came and the 

swindlers announced that the clothes 

were ready. Hearing the news the 

Emperor arrived and the two swindlers 

helped him put on his clothes. 

The gold and silver went straight into 

the swindlers’s pockets and they 

pretended to work hard at the empty 

looms until late at night. The emperor 

sent his first minister to check because he 

wanted to learn if he would be able to 

see the fabrics. The citizens were also 

curious whether the first minister was 

stupid or not. 

The whole town was talking about this 

splendid cloth and the Emperor wanted 

to see the cloth himself. Joined by a 

group of trusted men, he set out to see 

the two swindlers. When he arrived, the 

two swindlers were working on the 

empty looms. His men said they could 

see the elegant cloth, but he couldn’t. 

He thought he was a fool himself. 

Not so long ago there was an Emperor 

who liked new clothes so much that he 

spent too much of his money on them. 

He always wanted to be elegantly 

dressed. He could change his gown ten 

times a day. One day two swindlers 

entered the glorious city and told 

everyone that they knew how to make 

the most elegant cloth in the world.   

 

The honest minister went to the weavers 

and was shocked to see the looms were 

empty. As he was afraid to be shown 

stupid he said that the cloth was 

excellent. The two swindlers said that 

they worked day and night and they 

needed more silk and gold thread, which 

they would again steal. The minister had 

to agree and went back to the palace. 
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Emperor waited for a few more days 

and sent another honest man to check 

upon the weavers work. The man visited 

the weavers and the same thing 

happened to him. Afraid to be seen as 

stupid he also had to lie to his Emperor.  

They also added that the clothes were so 

fine that, they were only visible to the 

most refined eye and invisible to those 

who are stupid. The emperor was 

excited to see the new cloth, paid the 

two swindlers a large amount to set up 

two looms, then the tricksters asked for 

the finest gold and silk thread to be 

delivered immaditely. 

Afraid to confess the truth, the Emperor 

started admiring the clothes. Then all his 
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Emperor to wear them on the day of the 

procession. The day came and the 

swindlers announced that the clothes 

were ready. Hearing the news the 

Emperor arrived and the two swindlers 

helped him put on his clothes. 

The gold and silver went straight into 

the swindlers’s pockets and they 

pretended to work hard at the empty 

looms until late at night. The emperor 

sent his first minister to check because he 

wanted to learn if he would be able to 

see the fabrics. The citizens were also 

curious whether the first minister was 

stupid or not. 

The whole town was talking about this 

splendid cloth and the Emperor wanted 

to see the cloth himself. Joined by a 

group of trusted men, he set out to see 

the two swindlers. When he arrived, the 

two swindlers were working on the 

empty looms. His men said they could 

see the elegant cloth, but he couldn’t. 

He thought he was a fool himself. 

Not so long ago there was an Emperor 

who liked new clothes so much that he 

spent too much of his money on them. 

He always wanted to be elegantly 

dressed. He could change his gown ten 

times a day. One day two swindlers 

entered the glorious city and told 

everyone that they knew how to make 

the most elegant cloth in the world.   

 

The honest minister went to the weavers 

and was shocked to see the looms were 

empty. As he was afraid to be shown 

stupid he said that the cloth was 

excellent. The two swindlers said that 

they worked day and night and they 

needed more silk and gold thread, which 

they would again steal. The minister had 
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